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Neste Guia, você vai estudar “Present perfect - Adverbs of time”.
Volume 4 – Ampliação
Profa. Juliana Alvarez

Para se mexer:

Just - refer to events that recently occurred. It’s used in affirmative
sentences.
Are you thirsty? No, I have just drunk some water.
Is Tracy here? No, she has just gone out.
Already - an action that has happened at an
unspecified time before now. It’s used in affirmative
sentences.
The movie has already started.
She has already done her chores.
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Adverbs of time used in the Present perfect:

For - talk about a period or duration of time
I have studied ballet for 5 years.
My mother has gone to Italy for the weekend.
Since - refers to a specific point of time
He has dated her since 2010.
My friends have played video game since 5 p.m.
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Yet - refers to events that have occurred up to now.
It’s used in negative and interrogative form.
She hasn’t traveled abroad yet.
Have they tried the cake yet?

Question 1- Complete with since or for.
a) I have waited for him ________7 p.m.
b) She has taught ________ fifteen years.
c) They have worked ____________ two hours.

f) Have you lived here _________ 1998?

a) since; b) for; c) for; d) since; e) for; f) since.

e) Josh has studied English ______ five years.
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d) My father has driven his truck ____________ 2000.

Question 2- - Complete with already, just or yet.
a) Has Megg finished her test___________?
b) They haven’t arrived ___________.
c) Paula has ___________ left. Her mother is very angry with her.
d) Mark has ___________been in Italy in 2014.
e) I have __________eaten, thanks!
f) Have you ___________tried acarajé?
g) Alice hasn’t done her homework ___________.

a) yet; b) yet; c) just; d) already; e) just; f) already; g) yet

Question 3 - Read the sentences.
a) Diane has _________ moved to another city.
b) Lilly and I haven’t gone to the beach ______.
c) She has _______ closed the door.
d) He is a great cook. He has cooked _______ seven years.
e) My best friend has lived in German ______2010.
The correct alternative to complete the sentences below is
a) already, yet, just, for, since
b) already, just, yet, for, since
c) just, already, yet, since, for
d) already, yet, just, since, for
Alternativa A

e) already, yet, since, for, just
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Let’s learn more about “Adverbs of time“ doing a different activity?
In this quiz you have to choose the correct adverb to fill out the sentences and score
points!

Available on: <https://www.proprofs.com/quiz-school/quizshow.php?title=already-yetand-just&q=1>. Access on: Aug. 28, 2020.
I’ll bet you are gonna like it!

Have a good time!

